
The Metric Library
Qlik expressions and labels are removed from the Qlikview chart objects and put into an 
excel file or database table called the Metric Library.

This creates a single version of a formula and helps to standardize names. Otherwise the 
expression definitions may be repeated in many chart objects or qlikview applications

The concept for a Metric Library comes from Brad Peterman's presentation on the Qlik                 
Platform…Demonstrated 

A screen clipping of "Qlik Platform..Demonstrated"  showing where the Metric Library 
fits in the Qlik Platform Architecture.

The Qlik Deployment Framework (QDF) is a standard way to organize the qlikview 
objects in a resource container architecture.
https://community.qlik.com/groups/qlikview-deployment-framework

The Metric Library concept fits nicely into the QDF

The Qlik Deployment Framework

This part will be repeatedly used by Qlik Designers in front end application.  The setup 
of the MetricLibrary will come later.

Code in App:

Variables Created

How to use the Metric Library in a Qlik Mart 

Background

Metric Library

Metric Library in Qlik Deployment Framework
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Code in Chart

The definition needs an = sign but the label DOES NOT

In the QDF container map and variable editor the MetricLibrary container is created in the 
1000.System/ path.  In my implementation of QDF the 1000.System folder is a container for 
Source Data to QVD layer containers.  My rule is to use one container per data source. Since 
I consider the Metric Library a data source I created a container for it.  The QDF Variable and 
container qvw file creates the folders, copies the qdf code, and template data into the new 
folder.

I put the MetricLibrary.xlsx file in the 8.Import folder

Setup of Metric Library in QDF
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Here are some of my metrics

A QVD generator creates a QVD file of the Metric Library in the 1.QVD folder of the 
MetricLibrary Container 

Script Code in the QVD-Generator-MetricLibrary.qvw
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Now that the Metric Library is in a qvd file it is easily accessed in QDF application

My applications are in top level containers. In this example I'm working in the 21.Bookings 
folder

The 21.Bookings container looks just like the 1000.System/55.MetricLibrary container - this 
is the QDF framework

In 1.Application I have a qvd to qvd transformation application.  This application loads QVD 
files and transforms them into what I need for the Bookings application data model.  It is 
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files and transforms them into what I need for the Bookings application data model.  It is 
primarily readying the qvd files for the star schema data model format by naming the 
columns for Qlik to associate together and preventing synthetic joins. In addition it is also 
getting the MetricLibrary qvd file. The MetricLibrary will be a stand-alone table in the Data 
Model

Screenshot of the QVD Transformation qvw file in the  Application folder.

In the QVD-Transformation - Bookings.qvw file the qvd files are transformed.   In this 
example only the MetricSubjects = 'Bookings' is transformed into the new qvd file. 
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All the transformed qvd files are put in the 2.QVD folder in the 21.Bookings Container

In the 4.Mart folder in the Bookings Container a qvw application is created to create the 
data mart

This qlik mart generator will become the binary load of my application.  The qlik Mart 
Generator simply loads all the qvd files in the QVD folder and has no interface
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It has this data model:

Here is a preview of the MetricLibrary Data

The Application that will be accessed via the qlikview portal:

Screenshot of the Bookings Application folder with the Bookings qlikview application file. 

Using a Qlik Mart with a Metric Library has two steps in the User Application

First a binary load of the mart

Front End Application
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The next tab has the QDF code

The next tab has the MetricLibrary code that creates variables for each metric definition and 
label
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Finally a chart object is created with a metric using the variables for both the label and the 
definition.
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